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QUESTION 1

If burndown charts are used to visualize progress, what does a trendline through a release burndown chart indicate? 

A. When all work will be completed so the Scrum Team can start work on a new Product Backlog. 

B. When the project will be over if the Product Owner removes work that is equal in effort to any new work that is
added. 

C. When the work remaining is projected to be completed if nothing changes on the Product Backlog or Development
Team. 

D. The evolution of the return of investment on the project. 

Correct Answer: C 

The trendline is based on the team\\'s average velocity and the projective completion to zero is based on the team\\'s
velocity. The burndown chart is a helpful tool for Development Teams to self-manage BUT it is not mandatory as the
teams will decide the best way to manage their own progress and promote transparency. 

 

QUESTION 2

Adding more resources in Scrum will proportionally increase the value delivered. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

When working on complex problems in complex environments, adding more resources (people, money, tools, etc.)
cannot guarantee increased value or success. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements are true about the Scrum Master role? 

A. The Scrum Master assigns the tasks to Development Team members and ensures they are completed within the
committed timebox. 

B. The Scrum Master helps those outside the Scrum Team understand which interactions are helpful and teaches the
Development Team to keep the Scrum meetings within the timebox. 

C. The Scrum Master is responsible for updating the Scrum board and ensuring team members avoid conflicts. 

D. At the Sprint Review, the Scrum Master demonstrates the completed Increment and answers any questions from the
stakeholders. 

Correct Answer: B 

The Scrum Master is responsible not only for coaching the Scrum Team but also the organization. 
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QUESTION 4

During the Sprint Review of a scaled development effort, each Scrum Team should demonstrate its individual Increment
in a separate branch of the code. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

If there are multiple Scrum Teams working on the system or product release, the Development Teams on all the Scrum
Teams must mutually define the definition of "Done". Each Increment is additive to all prior Increments and thoroughly
tested, ensuring that all Increments work together. 

 

QUESTION 5

What could be a reason for a Product Owner to delay the start of a new Sprint after the conclusion of the previous
Sprint? 

A. The QA team has not finished testing the previous Increment before declaring it ready to ship. 

B. The stakeholders were disappointed with the Increment produced in the previous Sprint. 

C. There is no acceptable reason. A new Sprint starts immediately after the conclusion of the previous Sprint. 

D. The Product Owner needs additional time to identify the next initiatives. 

E. There\\'s not enough work in the Product Backlog to work on in the upcoming Sprint. 

Correct Answer: C 
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